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Āryabhat.a’s sine table

I
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Āryabhat.a’s numerical notation

I Explained in Ḡıtikā 2.

I varga (classified) letters in the varga (odd) places.
(Thus, they have the values 1–25 in alphabetical order.)

I avarga (unclassified) letters in the avarga (even) places.
(They have values 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100,
respectively.)

I The nine vowels a, i, u, �, , e, ao, e�, aO
denote the two nines of zeros (corresponding to the 18
places from 100 to 1017): each vowel takes one varga
and one avarga place.

I Thus a denotes the place of 1 as well as 10, i denotes
the place of 100 as well as 1000, etc.
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Āryabhat.a’s numerical notation (contd.)

I A consonant combined with a vowel denotes a number.

I When the vowel is combined with an avarga letter, it
has a value 10 times what it has when combined with a
varga letter.

I System is very compact and order-independent.

I E.g., Hy� G� = 4,320,000, since K̂ = 2, ŷ = 30 , so that
Hy� = 320,000, while Ĝ = 4, so that G� = 4,000,000.

I It is also order-independent: could write above as G� K� .
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Translation

I 225, 224, 222, 219, 215, 210, 205, 199, 191, 183, 174,
164, 154, 143, 131, 119, 106, 93, 79, 65, 51, 37, 22,
7—[these are the] Rsine [differences] [for the quadrant
divided into as many equal parts, each part hence being
225′] [in] minutes.

I (Circumference of the circle in minutes is
360× 60 = 21, 600.)
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Differences, not sine values

I Note that Āryabhat.a records only differences, and not
sine values proper.

I Values can be trivially recovered by summing the
differences (”fundamental theorem of calculus”

n∑
i=1

∆ sin(xi ) =
n∑

i=1

∆ sin(xi )

∆xi
∆xi −→

∫
d sin(x)

dx
dx).

I Differences needed for linear interpolation (”rule of
three”).

I Clumsy geometric method has been abandoned in
favour of elegant numerical method.

I (Brahmagupta tried to go back to older 6 sine values
15◦ apart using quadratic interpolation, with second
differences.)
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15◦ apart using quadratic interpolation, with second
differences.)
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Calculating sine differences

I Āryabhat.a’s rule for calculating sine differences is

I

þTmAQcAp>yADA�{!n\ KE�Xt\ E�EtyADm̂ ।
t(þTm>yADA�f{-t{-t{!nAEn f�qAEZ ॥ 12॥

I Translation: (12) The Rsine of the first arc divided by
itself and negated gives the second Rsine difference.
That same first Rsine, when it divides successive Rsines
gives the remaining [Rsine differences].
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Mathematical translation

I Ri = sine values, δi = Ri − Ri−1 sine differences.
Then Āryabhat.a’s rule consists of two parts

δ2 − δ1 = −R1

R1
, (8)

δn+1 − δn = −Rn

R1
. (9)

I Note 1: Second differences have been brought in.

I Note 2: Brahmagupta also uses 2nd differences for
quadratic interpolation.
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N̄ılakant.ha’s correction

I N̄ılakant.ha gives the corrected formula precise to the
thirds

δ
(2)
n = −

(
Rn

R1

)
(δ1 − δ2). (10)

I since he uses the earlier stated values R1 = [224; 50; 22]
and R2 = [448; 42; 58], so that δ2 = [223; 52; 36], and
δ1 − δ2 = [0; 57; 46].

I while Āryabhat.a is precise to the minute (so that
δ1 − δ2 = 225− 224 = 1).
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Āryabhat.a’s method not an algebraic equation

I Equations 8, 9 cannot be used as algebraic equations
for the purpose of calculating sine values.

I δn − δn+1 can be calculated from Rn using 9;

I however, if we try to calculate Rn by multiplying 9 by
R1 to obtain R1 × (δn − δn+1), that would result in
incorrect values, at least so far as Āryabhat.a is
concerned.

I E.g. for n = 23, δ23 = 22, δ24 = 7, while R1 = 225, so
that we should have
R23 = (δ23 − δ24)× R1 = 15× 225 = 3735 6= 3431 the
23rd sine value in the Sūrya Siddhānta (or Āryabhat.̄ ıya).

I Difference in each case, since no value is a multiple of
225.
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Āryabhat.a and Euler

I Thus, Āryabhat.a’s rule for calculating sine values is a
recursive process (n ≥ 2):

Rn = Rn−1 + δn (11)

δn = δn−1 −
Rn−1

R1
(12)

I with R0 = δ0 = 0 and R1 = δ1 = arc = 225′, when
24 values are desired.

I Strikingly similar to “Euler’s method” of solving an
ordinary differential equation.

I which corresponds (for y ′′ = −y) exactly to
N̄ılakant.ha’s formula.
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Recap

Āryabhat.a and Euler

I Thus, Āryabhat.a’s rule for calculating sine values is a
recursive process (n ≥ 2):

Rn = Rn−1 + δn (11)

δn = δn−1 −
Rn−1

R1
(12)

I with R0 = δ0 = 0 and R1 = δ1 = arc = 225′, when
24 values are desired.

I Strikingly similar to “Euler’s method” of solving an
ordinary differential equation.

I which corresponds (for y ′′ = −y) exactly to
N̄ılakant.ha’s formula.


